Chapter One
~

Johnson CounfY.
~ Airport Commission

INVENTORY
The initial step in the preparation of the
airport master plan for Johnson County
Executive Airport is the collection of
information that will provide a basis for
the analysis to be completed in
subsequent chapters. For the master
plan, information is gathered regarding
not only the airport, but also the region it
serves. This chapter will begin with an
overview of the airport location,
competing airports, and typical weather
conditions. This will be followed by a
discussion
of
demographic
and
socioeconomic factors relevant to the
region. A comprehensive overview of the
national aviation system for general
aviation airports and the role of Johnson
County Executive Airport in that
national system is also presented.
Finally, an inventory of the existing
conditions at the airport will be
discussed.

representatives of various government
agencies. Information was also obtained
from existing studies. Additional
documents were provided by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), MidAmerica Regional Council (MARC),
Johnson County Automated Information
Mapping System (AIMS), the Johnson
County Airport Commission, and
Johnson
County
Planning
and
Development.

AIRPORT SETTING
The purpose of this section is to
summarize various studies and data
collected to provide an understanding of
the characteristics of the regional area.
Within this section is a description of the
airport setting, the ground access

The information outlined in this chapter
was obtained through on-site inspections
of the airport, including interviews with
airport management, airport tenants, and
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agricultural production. The southern
and western portions of the county are
dominated by farmsteads where corn,
wheat and sorghum are the
predominant crops.

systems near the airport, the existing
and future land use around the airport,
and local climate. This information is
important baseline data when
developing forecasts for critical airport
infrastructure to support demand over
the planning period.

Johnson County Executive Airport is
located on approximately 500 acres in
the heart of Johnson County’s economic
belt between the Cities of Olathe and
Overland Park. In recent years, the
population explosion in Johnson County
has placed the airport in a densely
populated, suburban area. This fact
has come to define the airport and will
be further addressed throughout this
document.

AIRPORT LOCATION
As depicted on Exhibit 1A, Johnson
County Executive Airport is centrally
located in Johnson County, Kansas.
Johnson County is a suburban area in
the southwestern portion of the
metropolitan Kansas City area.
Johnson County encompasses more
than 477 square miles, and 21
incorporated cities. Some of the larger
municipalities in Johnson County are
Olathe, Overland Park, Lenexa and
Shawnee, to name a few.

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
NETWORK
Johnson County is served by one of the
largest and most efficient freeway
networks in the country. The Kansas
City metropolitan area boasts more
lane-miles of freeway per capita than
any other metropolitan area in the U.S.
There are three major highway access
points within a short distance to the
airport, Interstate 35, Interstate 435,
and US Highway 69 (Metcalf Blvd.).
The airport is located between 151st
Street and 159th Street. 151st Street is
a major arterial road in the county and
connects to the highway system within
three miles of the airport. There is
airport access from 151st Street which
leads to the east-side FBO, and access
from Pflumm Road which leads to the
west side FBO.

Johnson County was organized in 1855,
with the City of Olathe as the county
seat. The county is named for the
Reverend Thomas Johnson, who in 1829
established a mission among the native
Shawnee Indians. The site has been
preserved and is on the list of national
historic places.
Johnson County is comprised of gently
undulating terrain ranging in elevation
from 742 feet above sea level near its
northern border along the Kansas
River, to 1,130 feet in the south-central
part of the County. Currently, less than
half of the 477 square miles of land in
the County has been developed. The
rich, clay-based soils are ideal for
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month) to 89.5 degrees F in July (the
warmest month). Average precipitation
in the Johnson County area is 3.3
inches per month. A large part of the
annual precipitation results from
thunderstorm activity, with occasional
heavy rainfall over brief periods of time.
Thunderstorms occur throughout the
year, but are most frequent during the
spring months. The area receives, on
average, approximately 20 inches of
snowfall per year.

REGIONAL CLIMATE
Weather conditions must be considered
in the planning and development of an
airport, as daily operations are affected
by weather conditions. Temperature is
a significant factor in determining
runway length needs, while local wind
patterns (both direction and speed)
dictate the orientation of the runway.
The Kansas City metropolitan area
enjoys a climate that produces
distinctive seasonal changes.
The
winters range from cool to cold, while
the summers are warm and humid. The
average low temperatures range from
19.8 degrees Fahrenheit (F) in January
to 68.9 degrees F in July. The average
high temperatures range from 38.1
degrees F in January (the coldest

Winds for the area are generally from
the north and south; however, southerly
winds are predominant. The area
experiences winds of less than 10.5
knots approximately 50 percent of the
year, typically through the summer
months. A summary of climactic data is
presented in Table 1A.

TABLE 1A
Climate Summary
Johnson County Executive Airport
Jan Feb Mar Apr May
High temp avg.
38
46
56
67
76
Low temp avg.
20
25
35
45
55
Days with precip.
7
7
10
11
12
Average
precip.(in)
1.3
1.3
2.7
3.7
5.3
Wind speed (mph)
11
11
12.2 12.3 1.03
Sunshine (%)
58
55
58
62
61
Cloud free days
10
8
8
9
8
Partly cloudy days
6
6
8
7
9
Cloudy days
14
14
16
14
14
Source: The Weather Channel; www.city-data.com
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84
89
88
80
69
64
69
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12
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12
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13
7
11
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54
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24
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14
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along with Johnson County and the
Johnson County Airport Commission,
developed the Johnson County
Executive Airport Comprehensive
Compatibility Plan in 1994 and
amended it in 2004. By understanding

AREA LAND USE AND CONTROL
Understanding that land use is
important to the existing and potential
needs of the airport, the Cities of
Gardner, Overland Park, and Olathe,
1-3

the land use issues surrounding the
airport, more appropriate recommendations can be made for the future.

Future Land Use Plans
The future land use map, updated in
December 2004, “identifies a pattern of
land uses around the airport which
promote compatibility with airport
operations, yet allows reasonable and
viable opportunities for development
and use of the land.” The plan has the
goals and objectives to maintain airport
safety and to minimize aircraft noise
impacts on the surrounding environs.
The plan identifies compatible as well
as incompatible future land uses within
the Airport Interest Area. The future
land use map is presented in Exhibit
1C.

Land uses surrounding Johnson County
Executive Airport are primarily single
family residential, recreational, and
agricultural. Some commercial activity
does exist as well. Along Pflumm Road,
directly to the west of the airport, are a
number of commercial establishments,
including a nursery. To the southwest
is Heritage Park, which is a large
recreational area. To the south of the
airport is primarily open-range and
agricultural land. To the northwest,
north and east is residential
development. Exhibit 1B shows the
existing land use as updated in 2004.

The future land use map strives to
preserve the existing open areas
s u r r o u n d i ng t h e a i r p o r t , b y
recommending very low-density
residential uses (1 and 2-acre lot sizes)
within the Airport Interest Area.
Commercial and airport-related
business uses are promoted in the west
area of the airport (151st Street and
Pflumm Road). The plan also supports
commercial development of 135th Street
and Pflumm Roads, located in the
northwest corner of the Airport Interest
Area. Recreational areas within the
Airport Interest Area, such as Heritage
Park to the southwest, are to be
preserved. Finally, the future land use
map supports the transportation
networks recommended by the Cities of
Overland Park and Olathe, which
traverse the Airport Interest Area.

In the comprehensive plan, an area
identified as the Airport Interest Area
was created. This area contains 5.5
square miles (3,520 acres) and lies
within the boundaries of three
jurisdictions: the City of Olathe, the
Ci ty of Overl a nd Park and
unincorporated Johnson County.
Special zoning has been created within
the Airport Interest Area, in an effort to
create compatibility between the airport
and the neighboring land uses. With
the acceptance of the Comprehensive
Plan, all three jurisdictional entities
agree to abide by the land uses for the
Airport Interest Area, but only the City
of Gardner and Johnson County
adopted the plan. Minor modifications
made in December 2004 to the land use
plan within the Airport Interest Area
are reflected on the exhibit.
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several forms, such as a positive
easement which allows the right of
avigation and the right to make noise
over someone’s property, or a negative
easement which prevents the creation
or continuation of incompatible land
uses on the property (Rural
Comprehensive Plan, 1994).”
Easements can be obtained in a number
of ways including purchase or
condemnation.

Land Use Development Controls
There are a number of methods by
which governmental entities can ensure
that land uses in and around airports
are developed in a compatible manner.
Of course the objective of enforcing land
use restrictions is to protect designated
areas for the maintenance of
operationally safe and obstruction free
airport activity.

Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR)

Zoning
This is the most common and useful
land use control. Zoning is the exercise
of the jurisdictional powers granted the
state and local governments to
designate permitted land uses on each
parcel. Typically, zoning is developed
through local ordinances and is often
included in comprehensive plans, as is
the case with the airport comprehensive
plan. The primary advantage of zoning
is that it can promote compatibility
while leaving the land in private
ownership, on the tax rolls, and
economically productive. Zoning is
subject to change, therefore any
potential alterations to the zoning code
near the airport should be monitored
closely for compatibility.

TDR involves individual ownership of
land and the “rights” associated with a
parcel of land. Under TDR, some or all
of a property’s development rights are
transferred to an alternate location.
For example, lands which fall in the
primary flight corridor of the extended
runway could be kept as open space or
a g r i c u l t u ra l u se s, a n d t h e i r
development rights for residential uses
transferred to locations outside the
corridor. This method of land use
control is encouraged in the areas
identified as ‘Corridor A’ and ‘Corridor
B’ on Exhibit 1C, Future Land Use.
Land Purchase

Easements

Simple fee purchase of land by the
airport is the most positive form of land
use control, but it is usually the most
expensive. For this reason, purchase of
land or condemnation followed by
purchase, should be confined to those
areas of critical importance to airport
operations. This is often recommended
for some airport safety areas. This is

Easements are an effective and
potentially permanent form of land use
control. “An easement is a right held by
a person or entity to make use of the
land of another for a limited purpose.
In the context of airport compatibility
planning, an easement may take
1-5

described in further detail later in this
plan.

At the national level, Johnson County
Executive Airport is included in the
FAA’s National Plan of Integrated
Airport Systems (NPIAS). This plan
identifies 3,364 existing airports which
are significant to national air
transportation. The NPIAS plan is
used by the FAA in administering the
Airport Improvement Program (AIP).
The NPIAS supports the FAA’s
strategic goals for safety, system
effi ci en c y a n d e n v i r o n m e n t a l
compatibility by identifying specific
airport improvements. An airport must
be included in the NPIAS to be eligible
for federal funding assistance through
the AIP program.

Height Restrictions
Height restrictions are necessary to
insure that objects will not impair flight
safety or decrease the operational
capability of the airport.
Federal
Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 77,
Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace,
define a series of imaginary surfaces
surrounding airports. The imaginary
surfaces consist of the approach zone,
conical zones, transitional zones and
horizontal zones. Objects, such as trees,
towers, buildings, or roads, which
penetrate any of these surfaces, are
considered by the FAA to be an
obstruction to air navigation. The
Comprehensive Plan adheres to and
supports the height restriction
guidelines as set forth in FAR Part 77.
It should be noted that some of these
surfaces extend beyond the Airport
Interest Area and would thus fall
within the jurisdiction in which the
area is located. Height restrictions can
be accomplished through height and
hazard zoning, avigation easements, or
fee simple acquisition.

Johnson County Executive Airport has
been designated by the NPIAS as a
reliever airport for the Kansas City
International Airport. Reliever airports
are high-capacity general aviation
airports in major metropolitan areas.
These specialized airports serve as
attractive alternatives to using
congested hub airports.
Johnson County Executive Airport is
one of three designated reliever airports
in the State of Kansas and one of four
located in the Kansas City metropolitan
area (including two in Missouri).
According to the NPIAS, 260 reliever
airports across the country have an
average of 228 based aircraft and
account for 27 percent of the Nation’s
general aviation fleet.

AIRPORT SYSTEM
PLANNING ROLE
Airport planning exists on three
primary levels: local, state and national.
Each level has a different emphasis and
purpose. An airport master plan is the
primary local airport planning
document.

The NPIAS estimates that $46.2 billion
in infrastructure development is eligible
for Federal aid from 2001 to 2005.
Reliever airports account for $2.6
billion, or about six percent of the total.
1-6

more than 250 based aircraft, Johnson
County Executive Airport varies
between the second and third busiest
airport in Kansas.

Johnson County Executive Airport has
$1.4 million designated in the NPIAS.
When the airport is located within the
jurisdiction of a metropolitan planning
organization (MPO), there will often be
additional regional transportation
system considerations.
The MidAmerica Regional Council (MARC) is
the designated MPO for the greater
Kansas City area. MARC is currently
in the process of updating the regional
airports system plan.
Where
appropriate, information from the
previous plan, published in 1991, has
been included in this master plan. As
updated pertinent material becomes
available, it will be included in this
master plan.

The airport has served the Johnson
County community as a general
aviation airport. The location of the
airport, near the major business activity
in Johnson County, has led to a high
level of corporate aviation activity with
significant economic impact.
AIRPORT ADMINISTRATION
Johnson County Executive Airport is
owned by the County and is managed
by the Johnson County Airport
Commission.
The Johnson County
Board of Commissioners (an elected
body) appoints seven members to serve
five-year terms on the Johnson County
Airport Commission. Each member
represents a specific district in Johnson
County. The commission meets once a
month to discuss issues related to both
Johnson County Executive Airport and
the New Century AirCenter.

On the state level, the State of Kansas,
through the Department of
Transportation, identifies aviation
needs as a modal element of the overall
transportation infrastructure. On the
local level, the product is the
individualized master plan.

AIRPORT HISTORY

Operationally, the commission employs
an Executive Director, who is the chief
executive for both airports.
The
commission also employs a Director of
Aviation who oversees all day-to-day
operations at both airports. In addition,
the commission oversees operation of
the business park at New Century
AirCenter which employs over 4,000
people, a five+ mile rail system that
moved over 1,800 cars in 2000, and a
water system that distributes
approximately 200 million gallons
annually.

Johnson County Executive Airport was
originally constructed during World
War II, as an auxiliary field for the
primary naval facility, which is now
New Century AirCenter. In 1951, the
airport was deeded to the City of
Olathe, and from the City to Johnson
County in 1967. Increasing activity at
the airport in late 1968 resulted in
widening and extending the existing
runway to its present dimensions of
4,098 feet long and 75 feet wide. With
over 90,000 operations annually and
1-7

transportation network, but also
considered a vital element in assuring
the continued economic well-being of
the county.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS
The last formal economic impact study
of the airport was completed by the
County Economic Research Institute in
1990. This study analyzed the direct,
indirect, and induced economic impact
of both airports on the Johnson County
economy. At the time, it was estimated
that Johnson County Executive Airport
had an impact of $38.3 million annually
on the local economy.

AIRPORT FACILITIES
Airport facilities can be functionally
classified into two broad categories:
airside and landside.
The airside
category includes those facilities which
are needed for the safe and efficient
movement of aircraft, such as runways,
taxiways, lighting and navigational
aids. The landside category includes
those facilities necessary to provide a
safe transition from surface to air
transportation and support aircraft
servicing, storage, maintenance, and
operational safety.

The two fixed base operators at the
airport combine to employ over 120 full
time employees and approximately 35
additional flight instructors on a
contract basis. Other airport businesses
add an additional 50 people to the list of
those that work at the airport.
Indirect economic impacts would
include the money spent by visitors to
the airport. The businesses located in
both Olathe and Overland Park
generate an attraction for the executive
business traveler to Executive Airport.
Those travelers will contribute to the
local economy by making purchases
while they are in town.

AIRSIDE FACILITIES
Existing airside facilities are identified
on Exhibit 1D. Table 1B summarizes
airside facility data for Johnson County
Executive Airport.

Finally, induced impacts are those
employment and economic
characteristics that are positively
affected by the presence of the airport.
The multiplier effect creates jobs in
nearly every local employment sector
including agricultural services,
construction, manufacturing,
transportation, etc. It is evident that
the Johnson County Executive Airport
is not only considered to be an integral
part
of
the local and regional

Runway
Johnson County Executive Airport is
served by a single concrete runway,
Runway 18-36. The runway is 4,098
feet long by 75 feet wide. The runway is
in “good” condition, the highest rating
the FAA designates for runway
condition. The pavement has been
strength rated at 12,500 pounds single
wheel loading (SWL).

1-8
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A, to the west of the runway. Taxiway
B is a partial parallel taxiway located
on the eastside of the runway. Taxiway
B extends from the north end,
approximately two-thirds of the length
of the runway, to the south.

Taxiways
The taxiway system at Johnson County
Executive Airport, presented on
Exhibit 1D, includes a full-length
parallel taxiway, identified as Taxiway
TABLE 1B
Airside Facility Data
Johnson County Executive Airport

Runway 18-36
4,098
75
Concrete
None
Good

Runway Length (feet)
Runway Width (feet)
Runway Surface
Surface Treatment
Surface Condition
Runway Load Bearing Strength (pounds)
Single Wheel Loading (SWL)
Runway Lighting
Runway Markings
Approach Aids
Approach Slope Indicators

12,500
Medium Intensity (MIRL)
Non-precision Instrument
VASI 2R (18)
VASI 4L (36)
MALSR (36)
GPS
LOC
NDB
VOR (36)
ASOS
LAWRS
Rotating Beacon
Segmented Circle
Lighted Wind Cone
Reflectors, Centerline, Tie-down

Approach Lighting
Instrument Approach Aids

Weather or Navigational Aids
Visual Aids

Taxiway, Taxi-lanes, Aprons
GPS - Global Positioning System
ASOS - Automated Surface Observing System
VOR - Very high frequency Omnidirectional Range
NDB - Non-directional Beacon
MALSR - Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System
LAWRS - Limited Aviation Weather Reporting Station
Source: Airport Facility Directory; North Central U.S. (30 Sept 2004)

Taxiway C connects from the north end
of Taxiway B to the fixed based operator
(FBO) on the east side of the airfield.
Taxiway D is approximately 250 feet
south of Taxiway C, and it also connects
to the east-side FBO. Taxiway E is a
diagonal exit from Taxiway B, also

connecting to the east side FBO apron.
Taxiway F connects from Taxiway A,
crosses the runway, and Taxiway B,
then continues on to the east side
hangars. Taxiway G connects from
Taxiway B, crosses the runway and
Taxiway A and continues to the west
1-9

side T-Hangars.
Taxiway H is
approximately 150 feet south of
Taxiway G and it connects from
Taxiway B to the runway. Finally,
Taxiway J connects the southern part of
Taxiway B, across the runway to
Taxiway A.

to the north of the control tower and to
the west of the west-side FBO.
Runway and Taxiway Lighting:
Runway and taxiway lighting utilizes
light fixtures placed near the edge of
the pavement to define the lateral
limits of the pavement. This lighting is
essential for safe operations during
night and/or times of low visibility in
order to maintain safe and efficient
access to and from the runway and
aircraft parking areas.

Pavement Markings
Pavement markings aid in the
movement of aircraft along airport
surfaces and identify closed or
hazardous areas on the airport. The
non-precision markings on Runway 1836 identify the runway designations,
centerline, touchdown point, and
aircraft holding positions. Taxiway
centerline markings are provided to
assist pilots in maintaining proper
clearance from pavement edges and
objects near the taxiway/taxilane edges.

Runway 18-36 is equipped with medium
intensity runway lighting (MIRL).
These are lights set atop a pole that is
approximately one foot above the
ground. The light poles are frangible,
meaning if one is struck by an object,
such as an aircraft wheel, they can
easily break away, thus limiting the
potential damage to an aircraft.
Medium intensity taxiway lighting
(MITL) is associated with the taxiways.
These lights are mounted on the same
type of structure as the runway lights.

Airfield Lighting
Airfield lighting systems extend an
airport’s usefulness into periods of
darkness and/or poor visibility.
A
variety of lighting systems are installed
at the airport for this purpose. These
lighting systems, categorized by
function, are summarized as follows.
The runway is equipped for nighttime
operations.

Visual Approach Lighting: On the
right side of Runway 18 is a two-box
visual approach slope indicator (VASI2R). A VASI displays two sets of lights
designed so that viewing from above a
specific approach angle will indicate to
the pilot whether he or she is on the
correct glide slope.

Identification Lighting: The location
of the airport at night is universally
identified by a rotating beacon. The
rotating beacon projects two beams of
light, one white and one green, 180
degrees apart. The rotating beacon at
Johnson County Executive Airport is
located on the top of a scaffold structure

On the left side of Runway 36 is a
VASI-4L. The VASI-4 operates much
the same as the VASI-2 except that
there are four light boxes. Each set of
lights works in tandem, which provides
the pilot an indication of whether he or
she is on the proper descent angle.
1-10

Runway 36 is also equipped with a
2,400-foot-long medium intensity
approach lighting system with runway
alignment lights (MALSR). Approach
lighting systems such as this are
required by the FAA when the airport is
to have approved instrument
approaches with less than one-mile
visibility. This is the case at Johnson
County Executive Airport.

circle provides traffic
information to pilots.

pattern

Johnson County Executive Airport is
equipped with an Automated Surface
Observing System (ASOS). An ASOS is
designed to provide the pilot with realtime airport weather information, when
they need it and where they need it.
The ASOS updates observations every
minute, 24-hours-a-day, every day of
the year. By providing information
regarding the weather specific to the
airport, these systems are designed to
improve the safety and efficiency of
aviation operations. A basic strength of
an ASOS is that critical aviation
weather parameters are measured at
the runway touchdown zone on the
airport.

Airfield Signs: Airfield identification
signs assist pilots in identifying their
location on the airfield and direct them
to their desired location. The airfield
signs, including the runways and
taxiways, are lighted at Johnson
County Executive Airport. They are
also located at hold positions, taxiway
intersections, and at the intersection of
the connecting taxiways.

The information collected by the ASOS
routinely and automatically provides a
computer-generated voice directly to
aircraft in the vicinity of the airport,
using VHF ground-to-air radio. In
addition, the same information is
available through a dial-in telephone
number. The frequency for pilots to
receive this information is 119.35 MHz.

Pilot-Controlled Lighting: When the
air traffic control tower (ATCT) is closed
for the night, the airfield lights are
turned off. With the pilot-controlled
lighting system (PCL), pilots can control
airfield lights from their aircraft,
through a series of clicks of their radio
transmitter.
Typically the airfield
lights will remain on for approximately
10 minutes. Pilots can also control the
lighting intensity from the aircraft.

The airport has also implemented a
limited aviation weather reporting
station (LAWRS). ATCT personnel are
trained weather observers and make
visual observations of the weather
conditions and post then immediately
for access by pilots. This system is a
backup to the ASOS.

Weather and Communication Aids
Johnson County Executive Airport has
a lighted wind cone inside a segmented
circle. These aids are located on the
east side of the runway/taxiway system,
to the east of Taxiway H. The lighted
wind cone provides information to pilots
regarding wind conditions, such as
direction and intensity. The segmented

The airport also provides a Stand Alone
Weather Sensor (SAWS) that serves as
a backup to the ASOS. The SAWS
sensor will automatically collect,
process, and broadcast weather data to
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airport traffic controllers, including
wind speed, wind direction, wind gusts,
altimeter setting, temperature, and dew
point.

high frequency omni-directional range
(VOR) facility, a localizer, and the
global positioning system (GPS).
The NDB transmits nondirectional
radio signals whereby the pilot of an
aircraft, equipped with direction-finding
equipment, can determine their bearing
to or from the NDB facility, in order to
track to the beacon station. The Norge
NDB is approximately 13 nautical miles
(nm) to the north of the airport. The
Lee’s Summit NBD is approximately 18
nm to the east.

Johnson County Executive Airport also
has access to a common advisory traffic
frequency (CTAF). This radio frequency
(126.0 MHz), is used by pilots in the
vicinity of the airport to communicate
with each other about approaches or
take-offs from the airport when the
ATCT is closed. The CTAF frequency is
typically at airports with no ATCT or at
an airport where the tower is not
operating continuously. In addition, a
UNICOM frequency is also available
(122.95 MHz), where a pilot can obtain
information pertaining to the airport.

The VOR, in general, provides azimuth
readings to pilots of properly equipped
aircraft transmitting a radio signal at
every degree to provide 360 individual
navigational courses.
Frequently,
distance measuring equipment (DME)
is combined with a VOR facility
(VOR/DME) to provide distance as well
as direction information to the pilot.
Military tactical air navigation aids
(TACANs) and civil VORs are
commonly combined to form a VORTAC.
The VORTAC provides distance and
direction information to both civil and
military pilots.

Johnson County Executive Airport is
also equipped with an Automated
Terminal Information Service (ATIS).
ATIS broadcasts are used by airports to
notify arriving and departing pilots of
the current surface weather conditions,
runway and taxiway conditions,
communication frequencies and other
information of importance to arriving
and departing aircraft.
The ATIS
frequency at Johnson County Executive
Airport is 119.35 MHz.

The Johnson County VOR/DME is
located on the south end of the airfield.
The Riverside VOR/DME, which is 18
nm to the northeast at the Charles B.
Wheeler Downtown Airport, can also be
used by pilots in the region. The
Kansas City VORTAC, located at the
Kansas City International Airport, is
approximately 26 nm to the north of
Johnson County Executive Airport.

Navigational Aids
Navigational aids are electronic devices
that transmit radio frequencies, which
pilots of properly equipped aircraft, can
translate into point-to-point guidance
and position information. The types of
electronic navigational aids available
for aircraft flying to or from Johnson
County Executive Airport include a
nondirectional beacon (NDB), a very

GPS is an additional navigational aid
for pilots. GPS was initially developed
by the United States Department of
1-12

Defense for military navigation around
the world. GPS differs from a NDB or
VOR in that pilots are not required to
navigate using a specific facility. GPS
uses satellites placed in orbit around
the earth to transmit electronic radio
signals, which pilots of properly
equipped aircraft use to determine
altitude, speed, and other navigational
information. With GPS, pilots can
directly navigate to any airport in the
country and are not required to
navigate using a specific navigation
facility. The FAA is proceeding with a
program to gradually replace all
traditional enroute navigational aids
with GPS over the next few years.

structure that regulates and establishes
procedures for aircraft using the
National Airspace System. The U.S.
airspace structure provides for
categories of airspace, controlled and
uncontrolled, and identifies them as
Classes A, B, C, D, E, and G as
described below. Exhibit 1E generally
illustrates each airspace type in threedimensional form.
•

Class A airspace is controlled
airspace and includes all airspace
from 18,000 feet mean sea level
(MSL) to Flight Level 600
(approximately 60,000 feet MSL).

•

Class B airspace is controlled
airspace surrounding high-activity
commercial service airports (i.e.,
Kansas City International).

•

Class C airspace is controlled
airspace surrounding lower-activity
commercial service (i.e., Tulsa, OK
or Springfield, MO) and some
military airports.

•

Class D airspace is controlled
airspace surrounding low-activity
commercial service and general
aviation airports with an airport
traffic control tower (ATCT), such
as Johnson County Executive
Airport.

Area Airspace
The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) Act of 1958 established the FAA
as the responsible agency for the control
and use of navigable airspace within
the United States. The FAA has
established the National Airspace
System (NAS) to protect persons and
property on the ground and to establish
a safe environment for civil,
commercial, and military aviation. The
NAS is defined as the common network
of U.S. airspace, including air
navigational facilities; airports and
landing areas; aeronautical charts;
associated rules, regulations and
procedures; technical information; and
personnel and material. System
components shared jointly with the
military are also included as part of this
system.

All aircraft operating within Classes A,
B, C, and D airspace must be in
constant contact with the air traffic
control facility responsible for that
particular airspace sector.

To ensure a safe and efficient airspace
environment for all aspects of aviation,
the FAA has established an airspace

•
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Class E airspace is controlled
airspace surrounding an airport
that encompasses all instrument

above ground level (AGL) and extend
upward to an altitude of 18,000 feet
MSL. Victor Airways are eight nautical
miles wide.
Victor Airways run
between two VOR facilities.

approach procedures and lowaltitude federal airways.
Only
aircraft conducting instrument
flights are required to be in contact
with air traffic control when
operating in Class E airspace.
While aircraft conducting visual
flights in Class E airspace are not
required to be in radio contact with
air traffic control facilities, visual
flight can only be conducted if
minimum visibility and cloud
ceilings exist.
•

As previously discussed, there are a
number of VOR facilities within 30
miles of the airport. Victor Airways
criss-cross the airspace around Johnson
County Executive Airport connecting
these VORs. V71 runs between the
Topeka VORTAC and the Butler
VORTAC. V508 runs between the
Topeka VORTAC and the Napoleon
VORTAC. V502 runs between the
Emporia VORTAC and the Riverside
VOR/DME. V10-12 runs between the
Emporia VORTAC and the Napoleon
VORTAC.

Class G airspace is uncontrolled
airspace that does not require
communication with an air traffic
control facility.

Airspace within the vicinity of Johnson
County Executive Airport is depicted on
Exhibit 1F.
When the ATCT is
operational, the airport is located under
Class D airspace. Class D airspace
extends to a four nautical mile radius
from the ATCT and to an elevation of
3,600 feet above ground level (AGL).

Instrument Approach Procedures
Instrument approach procedures are a
series of predetermined maneuvers
established by the FAA, using electronic
navigational aids to assist pilots in
locating and landing at an airport
during low visibility and cloud ceiling
conditions.
The capability of an
instrument approach is defined by the
visibility and cloud ceiling minimums
associated with the approach. Visibility
minimums define the horizontal
distance that the pilot must be able to
see to complete the approach. Cloud
ceilings define the lowest level a cloud
layer (defined in feet above the ground)
can be situated for a pilot to complete
the approach. If the observed visibility
or cloud ceiling is below the minimums
prescribed for the approach, the pilot
cannot complete the instrument
approach.

When the tower is closed, the airport
operates in Class E airspace with a floor
700 feet AGL and extending to 18,000
feet MSL, or where Class A airspace
begins.
The Class E airspace
surrounding the airport extends seven
nm in radius. This airspace overlaps
Class E airspace from New Century
AirCenter and Charles B. Wheeler
Downtown Airport.
Victor Airways
Victor Airways typically serve airplanes
on short routes and/or at low altitudes.
Victor Airways have a floor of 1,200 feet
1-14
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Exhibit 1F
VICINITY AIRSPACE

Eight instrument approaches have been
approved for Johnson County Executive
Airport. A circling approach allows
pilots to land on any active runway at
the airport. While providing flexibility
for the pilot to land on the runway most
closely aligned with the prevailing wind
at that time, a circling approach may
have higher visibility and cloud ceiling
minimums than straight-in instrument
approaches which are aligned with a
particular runway end. This is done to
provide pilots with sufficient visibility
and ground clearance to navigate
visually from the approach to the
desired runway end for landing.

terminology for a GPS non-precision
approach.
Typically, the approach
minimums will be higher for LNAV
than other types of area navigation
(RNAV) due to the lack of vertical
guidance. Aircraft relying on LNAV
instrumentation must descend
incrementally rather than following a
fixed glide slope down to the decision
height (DH). Consequently, the DH for
LNAV approaches is usually higher
than for LNAV/VNAV approaches.
The VNAV terminology describes an
approach in which vertical glide slope
guides the aircraft to a distance of 3,800
feet before the threshold, at an average
DH of 350 feet. Because the FAA has
determined that vertically guided
aircraft are safer than purely laterallyguided aircraft, these approaches are
expected to become widespread.

The airport has approved instrument
approaches for aircraft with approach
speeds less than 141 knots. This means
the airport has a maximum design
capacity for some of the larger business
jets but not for faster aircraft such as
the Gulfstream II, IV and V, Global
Express or Lear 45. On occasion these
aircraft can utilize the airport but it is
under visual flight rules only, and they
would be required to contact the airport
for permission to land due to the weight
of the aircraft.

There are four instrument approaches
to Runway 36 which have visibility
minimums as low as three-quarters
mile for straight-in approaches. The
cloud ceiling minimums range between
335 and 475 feet AGL.
Circling
approaches have visibility minimums
that range from one to one and one-half
miles, with cloud ceilings of not lower
than 444 feet AGL.

There are three instrument approaches
to Runway 18 which are approved for
one-mile visibility or greater for
straight-in approaches.
The cloud
ceiling minimums range from 304 to
444 feet AGL. Circling approaches vary
from one-mile visibility to one-half-mile
visibility with not lower than 444 foot
AGL cloud ceilings.

The final approved approach is the
NDB-B approach. This approach is a
circling approach, allowing a pilot to
use the NBD to track to the general
vicinity of the airport where they can
visually determine which runway end
should be used based on wind
conditions. Depending on the approach
speed of the aircraft, the visibility
minimum will range from one mile, for
smaller aircraft, to two miles for the
faster business jets.
This circling

There is an RNAV (GPS) approach to
both ends of Runway 18-36, with both
Lateral Navigation (LNAV) and
Vertical Navigation (VNAV) straight-in
approaches. Lateral navigation is the
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approach has cloud ceiling minimums of
724 feet.

speeds greater than 166 knots. Table
1C shows the details of all eight
approved instrument approaches to
Johnson County Executive Airport.

There are no instrument procedures
available for aircraft with approach
TABLE 1C
Instrument Approach Data
Johnson County Executive Airport

WEATHER MINIMUMS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE
Category A
Category B
Category C
CH
VIS
CH
VIS
CH
VIS
RNAV (GPS) Runway 18
Straight with LNAV
Straight with LNAV/VNAV
Circling
Localizer Runway 18
Straight
Circling
NDB Runway 18
Straight
Circling
RNAV (GPS) Runway 36
Straight with LNAV
Straight with LNAV/VNAV
Circling
Localizer Runway 36
Straight
Circling
VOR Runway 36
Straight
Circling
Straight with DME
Circling with DME
NDB Runway 36
Straight
Circling
NDB-B
Straight
Circling

344
304
444

1
1
1

344
304
464

1
1
1

344
304
464

1
1
1.5

344
444

1
1

344
464

1
1

344
464

1
1.5

444
444

1
1

444
464

1
1

444
464

1.25
1.5

375
335
444

0.75
0.75
1.25

375
335
464

0.75
0.75
1.25

375
335
464

0.75
0.75
1.5

395
444

0.75
1

395
464

0.75
1

395
464

0.75
1.5

475
464
375
444

0.75
1
0.75
1

475
464
375
464

0.75
1
0.75
1

475
464
375
464

0.75
1.5
0.75
1.5

475
464

0.75
1

475
464

0.75
1

475
464

0.75
1.5

N/A
724

N/A
1

724

1

N/A
724

N/A
2

Aircraft Categories are established based on 1.3 times the stall speed in landing configuration as follows:
Category A/B: 0-120 knots
Category C: 120-140 knots
Category D: 141-165 knots
CH - cloud height (feet above ground level)
VIS - visibility minimums (miles)
Source: Airport/Facility Directory; North Central U.S.; 30 Sept, 2004.

(SID) procedures. The STAR is a
preplanned air traffic control arrival
procedure designed to provide for the
transition from the enroute phase of the
flight to an outer fix or an instrument
approach fix in the terminal area. The
four published STARs are: Braymer

Arrival and Departure Procedures
Because of the possibility of congested
airspace over the greater Kansas City
area, the FAA has established a series
of Standard Terminal Arrival (STAR)
and Standard Instrument Departures
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Two, Jhawk Five, Robinson Two and
Tyger Five.

personnel provide an array of control
services including approach/departure
clearances (126.0 MHz), ground control
(121.6 MHz), and clearance delivery.

The SID is a preplanned air traffic
control departure procedure that
provides for the transition from the
terminal area to the enroute phase of
the flight. The six published SIDs are:
Chief Three, Lakes Four, Racer Three,
Royal Three, Tifto Two and Wildcat
Two.

Tower personnel also provide an airport
traffic information service (ATIS) which
is a recorded message, updated hourly,
and broadcast on 119.35 MHz. ATIS
generally provides pilots with the
airport’s recent weather conditions and
notices to airmen (NOTAMs) filed for
the day that are pertinent to Johnson
County Executive Airport or its
environs. During periods when the
tower is closed, pilots can broadcast
their intentions on the CTAF frequency
or receive advisories on UNICOM
(122.95 MHz).

Local Operating Procedures
Johnson County Executive Airport is
situated at 1,096 feet mean sea level
(MSL). The traffic pattern altitude for
all non-turbine powered aircraft is
1,000 feet AGL. All turbine-powered
aircraft are to use a traffic pattern
altitude of 1,500 feet AGL. The runway
utilizes a standard left-hand traffic
pattern.
Upon takeoff, pilots are
required to maintain their heading
until passing 504 feet AGL (1,600
MSL).

The ATCT located at the airport
controls air traffic within the Class D
airspace that surrounds Johnson
County Executive Airport. Aircraft
arriving and departing within the
Kansas City area are controlled by
different facilities. Enroute air traffic
control services are provided through
the Kansas City Center Air Route
Traffic Control Center. The Columbia
Flight Service Station (FSS) provides
additional traffic service to pilots
operating in the vicinity of the airport.
This FSS provides pilots with weather
information, airport advisory service,
flight planning processing, and
communication with other air traffic
control facilities.

Obstructions (from FAA Form 5010):
Runway 36 has a 34-foot tall tree, 950
feet from the runway end, which is 245
feet left of centerline. Runway 18 has
no published obstructions.
Air Traffic Control
The airport traffic control tower (ATCT)
is located to the west of the mid-point of
the runway. The ATCT is owned by the
FAA and the operation is contracted to
Midwest Air Traffic Control Services,
Inc. The tower operates from 7:00 a.m.
to 9:00 p.m., 365-days-a-year. Tower

The airport is equipped with a remote
communications outlet (RCO). An RCO
provides the airport a direct link with
Kansas City approach control during
periods when the ATCT is closed.
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school which averages 25 students. Air
Associates also has a range of single
and multi-engine aircraft available for
rent. In addition, charter air service is
available. Finally, Air Associates has a
number of aircraft that are for sale,
both new and used. Air Associates
directly employs 25 people and
contracts with an additional 12 for
flight instruction. Of the 25 direct
employees, 15 are full-time and 10 are
part-time.

LANDSIDE FACILITIES
Landside facilities are the ground-based
facilities that support the aircraft and
pilot/passenger handling functions.
These facilities typically include the
fixed based operators (FBOs), aircraft
storage hangars, aircraft maintenance
hangars, aircraft parking aprons and
support facilities such as fuel storage,
automobile parking, roadway access,
and aircraft rescue and firefighting.
Landside facilities are identified on
Exhibit 1G.

Kansas City Air Center (KCAC) is
located on the northwest side of the
airfield. This FBO offers complete line
services, 24-hours-a-day. Jet A and
Avgas fuels are available.
KCAC
provides aircraft maintenance, parts
and aircraft avionics. In addition,
KCAC offers both new and used aircraft
for sale, and maintains a flight academy
with 15 aircraft available for
instruction. KCAC also offers charter
air service. A number of specialty
programs are available such as their
aircraft management program in which
KCAC takes care of the details of
aircraft ownership such as routine and
required maintenance service. As a full
service FBO, KCAC also offers a large
public lounge, flight planning services,
conference rooms, and vending area.

FIXED BASE OPERATORS
There are two FBOs at Johnson County
Executive Airport: Air Associates, Inc.,
and the Kansas City Aviation Center.
Both provide essential services to the
general aviation community, and
provide for safe and efficient operations
at the airport.
Air Associates, Inc. is located on the
northeast side of the airfield. They offer
complete line services including aircraft
fueling (Avgas and Jet A), towing, and
storage.
Some of the amenities
provided include passenger lounge,
public telephones, rental car
arrangements, conference room, fax
machine and Wi-Fi-communications
capabilities. In addition, pilots can take
advantage of the flight planning room,
pilot lounge, crew car and showers.

KCAC employs 75 people directly and
contracts approximately 20 flight
instructors.
They occupy the four
conventional hangars in addition to
their main building on the west side of
the airfield.
Their flight school
averages approximately 5,500 hours of
instruction annually. They utilize a
Cessna Citation II, among other
aircraft, for charter operations.

Air Associates also offers a
comprehensive maintenance facility
including aircraft engine and body
repair.
They have a full-service
interiors shop on-site. Air Associates is
a Cessna Pilot Center and has a flight
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the east side of the airport there are
three aircraft apron areas which total
33,000 square yards of space. There is
an apron to the north of KCAC, one to
the west, and one to the south. The
apron to the north has 50 designated
aircraft tie-down positions. The other
two aprons are designed for transient
aircraft parking.

OTHER AIRPORT BUSINESSES
Life Net Air Medical Services
operates a helicopter transport service
from a facility at the northeastern
portion of the airport. Currently, there
is one based helicopter outfitted for life
saving transport of trauma victims.
Their service has the ability to respond
within a 150-mile radius. They average
approximately four operations per day.
Life Net employs approximately 20
people. Each flight has a crew of three,
including the pilot, a nurse and a
paramedic. They operate on a 24/7,
365-days-a-year basis.
Life Net
maintains their own Jet A fuel storage
tank with a capacity of 8,000 gallons.
The fuel tank is above-ground, on the
apron adjacent to the hangar where the
offices are located.

On the west side of the airport there is
a total of 48,000 square yards of apron
space. The apron to the south of the
FBO building has tie-downs for 30
aircraft. The apron to the east of the
Air Associates building is for transient
aircraft parking.
AIRCRAFT HANGAR FACILITIES
Hangar facilities at Johnson County
Executive Airport are comprised of
conventional hangars, and T-hangars.
T-hangars provide for separate hangar
facilities within a larger contiguous
facility. Conventional hangars provide
a large open space, free from roof
support structures, and have the
capability to accommodate several
aircraft simultaneously. Conventional
hangars are typically 10,000 square feet
or greater. A third type of hangar, the
executive hangar, is also common on
airfields. Executive hangars provide
the same type of aircraft storage as
conventional hangars, but are normally
less than 10,000 square feet. Executive
hangars are typically leased to a single
renter in order to store multiple small
aircraft or one large aircraft. Johnson
County Executive Airport does not
currently have any executive hangars.
The hangar facilities are identified on
Exhibit 1G.

Sharing the northeastern hangar with
Life Net is Executive Aircraft
Engines, Inc.
Their business is
primarily jet engine repair. Also in the
sa m e b ui l di ng i s Execut ive
Helic op t er Solu t ion s, LLC .
Executive Helicopter is a flight training
school. They operate three helicopters,
which they base at the airport, on the
apron adjacent to the hangar.
There are a number of other businesses
located at the airport. To name a few,
Heartland Airplanes sells aircraft, KCH
School of Aeronautics is a flight school,
and Airfield Technology designs and
installs flight inspection systems.
AIRCRAFT PARKING APRON
There are multiple aircraft aprons at
Johnson County Executive Airport. On
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There is a total of 182,000 square feet of
T-hangar space including 128
individual T-hangar positions on the
airfield. All of the T-hangars are owned
by Johnson County. The Air Associates
occupies approximately 57,500 square
feet of conventional hangar space, while
KCAC occupies approximately 109,000
square feet of conventional hangar
space. At the north end of the airfield is
the newest hangar on the airfield. This
hangar houses three different
businesses and has approximately 8,000
square feet of hangar space.

FUEL FACILITIES
Both FBOs are fuel providers. Air
Associates maintains three
underground fuel storage tanks. To the
south of the FBO hangar, below the
aircraft apron is located two 10,000
gallon storage tanks. One is for Avgas
and the other for Jet A fuel. To the
south of the east-side maintenance
hangar is an additional 10,000-gallon
Jet A storage tank, which is also
underground. There are no self-serve
fuel facilities at this FBO. Instead, a
1,000-gallon Avgas fuel truck and a
2,000-gallon Jet A fuel truck deliver
directly to the aircraft.
The
underground fuel storage facilities are
owned by Johnson County and are
leased to the FBO for a fuel flowage fee.

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
There are several lots available for
automobile parking at Johnson County
Executive Airport.
KCAC has
approximately 120 parking spaces
encompassing an area of 20,000 square
feet. All of the public parking areas are
between the FBO building and the
aircraft tie-down apron.

KCAC has fuel storage facilities which
are also underground. The fuel farm is
located between the FBO offices and the
maintenance shed. KCAC’s fuel farm
includes 12,000-gallon Avgas tanks and
one 12,000-gallon Jet A fuel tank. In
addition, a self-serve Avgas facility
with a capacity of 2,500 gallons is
available. KCAC maintains a 3,000gallon Jet A fuel truck and a 1,200gallon Avgas fuel truck.
The
underground facilities are leased to the
FBO by the County.

The main parking lot servicing Air
Associates has approximately 60
parking spaces. At the back of the Air
Associates building (the north side),
there are an additional 15 spaces.
These are typically used by employees
of the FBO, but could be used by the
public if necessary. These two lots
combined provide 35,000 square feet of
parking space. There is an additional
parking lot at the northwest corner of
the airfield. This lot is 19,000 square
feet and has approximately 50 spaces,
but is used infrequently because the
main FBO offices are to the south of
this facility.

There are two above ground tanks used
for refueling maintenance vehicles. The
diesel tank has a capacity of 250 gallons
and the unleaded tank can hold 500
gallons.
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LANDSIDE FACILITIES

County, Kansas. Other resources such
as the U.S. Census Bureau, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, and other pertinent
internet sites were also consulted.

AIRCRAFT RESCUE
AND FIREFIGHTING (ARFF)
There are no ARFF facilities based at
Johnson County Executive Airport. The
City of Olathe Fire Department
provides rescue and firefighting service
as needed. Olathe fire station number
3, approximately two miles west of the
airport, is the entity responsible for
rapid response.

POPULATION
Population is one of the most important
socioeconomic factors to consider when
planning for future needs of an airport.
Historical population data for Johnson
County, selected neighboring counties,
the primary cities near the airport, and
the Kansas City region as a whole is
shown in Table 1D.

UTILITIES
Water services are provided to the
airport by the City of Olathe.
Wastewater services are provided
through Johnson County Wastewater.
Kansas City Power and Light provides
electricity and Kansas Gas Service
provides natural gas. Telephone and
data service is provided by SBC.

As presented in the table, Johnson
County, Kansas, has shown substantial
growth, particularly from the 1980s to
the present. Not only is Johnson
County the fastest growing populace in
the metropolitan area, but it is also the
fastest growing county in the State of
Kansas. The Cities of Olathe and
Overland Park have shown yearly
growth of nearly four percent and three
percen t , respect i v e l y .
A ft e r
experiencing a decreasing population
between 1970 and 1980, Jackson
County, Missouri, appears to have
reversed this trend, with the 2000
population reaching the 1970 level.

SOCIOECONOMIC
CHARACTERISTICS
A variety of historical and forecast
socioeconomic data has been collected
for use in various elements of this
master plan. This information provides
essential background for use in
determining aviation service level
requirements. Aviation forecasts are
related to the population base, economic
strength of the region, and the ability of
the region to sustain a strong economic
base over an extended period of time.
Historical and forecast data were
primarily obtained from the MidAmerica Regional Council, which is the
regional metropolitan planning
organization and the County Economic
Research Institute, a nonprofit economic
development organization in Johnson

It is forecast that the strong growth in
population for Johnson County, Kansas
and the cities located there will
continue for the foreseeable future.
Table 1E shows the population
forecasts through the long term
planning period. Johnson County is
forecast to grow by nearly 65 percent
from 2000 to 2025, adding nearly
250,000 people.
Jackson County,
Missouri, is forecast to continue to
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reverse the negative growth trend from
the 1970s. Only Wyandotte County,

Kansas, is forecast to lose population
over the planning period.

TABLE 1D
Historical Population Statistics
Kansas City Region
Annual
Growth Rate
(1970-2000)
2.42%
0.00%
1.30%
-0.56%

Area
1970
1980
1990
2000
Johnson County, KS
220,073
270,269
355,021
451,086
Jackson County, MO
654,558
629,266
633,232
654,880
Miami County, KS
19,254
21,618
23,466
28,351
Wyandotte County, KS
186,845
172,335
162,026
157,882
City Populations
Olathe, KS
17,921
37,258
63,832
93,757
Overland Park, KS
77,934
82,487
112,498
150,584
State Population
Kansas
2,246,578 2,364,236 2,477,588 2,688,418
Metropolitan Area
Kansas City Region*
1,327,266 1,381,915 1,511,740 1,695,764
Source: Mid-America Regional Council, U.S. Census Bureau, *8 County Region

3.92%
2.96%
0.60%
0.82%

TABLE 1E
Forecast Population Statistics
Annual
Growth
Rate
(2000-2025)

Area
2000
2010
2015
2020
2025
Johnson
County, KS
451,086
550,904
595,893
644,559
697,193
1.76%
Jackson
County, MO
654,880
684,840
693,578
702,429
711,391
0.33%
Wyandotte
County, KS
157,882
157,417
156,102
154,800
153,506
-0.11%
Cities
Olathe
93,757
127,200
131,665
144,665
154,277
2.01%
Overland Park
150,584
203458
236495
274,896
319,533
3.06%
State of
Kansas
Kansas
2,688,418
2,852,957
2,939,000
3,022,309
3,108,000
0.58%
Metropolitan
Area
Kansas City
Region
1,695,764
1,894,399
1,977,799
2,064,872
2,143,996
0.94%
Source: Mid-America Regional Council, U.S. Census Bureau, Interpolation by Coffman Associates

According to the County Economic
Research Institute Inc. (CERI), between
1992 and 2002, Johnson County’s

population grew by more than 100,000
residents (27%) to become the largest
county in Kansas. During that same
1-22

10-year period, Johnson County
accounted for 55 percent of the total
population growth in Kansas. Clearly,
Johnson County, Kansas is the growth
center for the State of Kansas.

overall well-being of that community.
In most cases, the community make-up
and health are significantly impacted
by the availability of jobs, variety of
employment opportunities, and types of
wages provided by local employers.
Table 1F provides historical
employment characteristics in Johnson
County from 1995 through 2004.

EMPLOYMENT
Analysis of a community’s employment
base can be valuable in determining the

TABLE 1F
Employment Characteristics
Johnson County
Civilian
Total
Unemployment
Year
Labor Force
Employment
Unemployment
Rate (%)
1995
237,181
230,199
6,982
2.9
1996
241,619
234,439
7,180
3.0
1997
251,518
245,745
5,773
2.3
1998
263,083
256,193
6,890
2.6
1999
272,839
267,785
5,054
1.9
2000
272,354
265,934
6,420
2.4
2001
266,523
257,555
8,968
3.4
2002
275,284
263,500
11,784
4.3
2003
280,910
268,381
12,529
4.5
2004*
287,230
275,263
11,967
4.2
Source: Mid-America Regional Council. *2004 Totals are Year-To-Date Averages through
August 2004.

The unemployment rate has typically
been lower in Johnson County
compared to the national unemployment numbers (3.1 percent compared to
5.1 percent respectively, from 1995 to
2004). The unemployment numbers for
Johnson County have trended much like
that of the U.S. as a whole, but Johnson
County is typically about two
percentage points lower than the
national numbers. Employment by
economic sector is presented in Table
1G. Analyzing the employment mix can

I

provide insight into the stability of the
economic base for a region.
As indicated in the table, the
employment base of Johnson County is
dominated by the service and retail
sectors.
Johnson County has
approximately 72 percent of its
employment base represented by
services and retail trade. The County is
also represented by nearly 28 percent of
the employment in the manufacturing
and industrial sectors.
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TABLE 1G
Employment by Economic Sector
Johnson County
HISTORICAL
FORECAST
1990
2000
2010
2015
Economic
Sector
Persons % Persons
%
Persons % Persons
%
51,153
21 80,243
21 90,038
19 94,330
17
Industrial
20,549
9 23,927
7 26,776
5 30,339
6
Manufacturing
123,807
51 192,651
53 277,134
57 311,794
58
Services
45,782
19 67,900
19 93,262
19 99,772
19
Retail Trade
249,291 100 364,721 100 487,210 100 536,235 100
Total
Source : MARC, Interpolation by Coffman Associates

The forecasts for 2025 indicate positive
and significant employment growth for
Johnson County.
The employment
sector mix remains fairly stable with
the service industry showing a
moderate increase over the planning
period. By 2025, more than 250,000
jobs are forecast to be created in the
county. This represents a 60 percent
increase in the number of employed
persons from 2000 to 2025.

2025
Persons
100,445
37,495
366,886
112,716
617,542

%
17
6
58
19
100

INCOME
Table 1H compares the per capita
personal income (PCPI), adjusted to
1996 dollars, for Johnson County, the
State of Kansas, and the United States
between 1990 and 2025. As indicated in
the table, the PCPI for the State of
Kansas has exceeded that of the United
States. Johnson County PCPI has
experienced a higher annual growth
than that of either the State or the
United States. This data shows that
Kansas has typically been in line with
the rest of the country when considering
the growth in PCPI. Johnson County
has a PCPI that is nearly one-third
higher than the rest of the state and the
country.
It is clear that Johnson
County, Kansas is a fairly affluent
community.

According to CERI, between 1991 and
2001, Johnson County, Kansas added
more than 125,000 jobs or 51 percent
growth.
During the decade, the
Johnson County economy accounted for
44 percent of the total net job growth in
the state. An average of 12,633 new
jobs were created per year during the
decade.
This incredible growth is
expected to continue through the
planning period.
TABLE 1H
Personal Income Per Capita (1996$)
HISTORICAL
Area
1990
2000
Johnson County
$31,448
$40,301
State of Kansas
$21,227
$25,551
United States
$22,856
$27,712
AGR: Annual Growth Rate
Source: CEDDS, Woods and Poole (2004)

FORECAST
2010
$44,961
$29,442
$30,680
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2015
$47,574
$31,434
$32,470

2025
$53,146
$35,804
$36,510

AGR
(2000-2025)
1.11%
1.36%
1.11%

In 2000, Johnson County accounted for
38 percent of the growth in earnings of
those holding jobs in Kansas, according
to CERI. In 2001, Johnson County
workers earned the highest wages in
the state.

upon which the remaining elements of
the planning process will be
constructed. Information on current
airport facilities and utilization will
serve as a basis, with additional
analysis and data collection, for the
development of forecasts of aviation
activity and facility requirement
determinations.

SUMMARY
The information discussed in this
inventory chapter provides a foundation
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2004 Complete Economic and
Demographic Data Source (CEDDS),
Woods & Poole Economics.

DOCUMENT SOURCES
As mentioned earlier, a variety of
different sources were utilized in the
inventory process. The following listing
reflects a partial compilation of these
sources. This does not include data
provided by airport management as
part of their records, nor does it include
airport drawings and photographs
which were referenced for information.
On-site inventory and interviews with
staff and tenants contributed to the
inventory effort.

Rural Comprehensive Plan - Parts 3 and
4. A Plan for the Unincorporated Area
of Johnson County, 1994 and as
amended in 2004.
A number of internet Web sites were
also used to collect information for the
inventory chapter. These include the
following:
FAA 5010 Data:
http://www.airnav.com

Airport/Facility Directory, North
Central U.S., U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Aviation
Administration, National Aeronautical
Charting Office, September 30, 2004
Edition.

Mid-America Regional Council
http://www.marc.org
U.S. Census Bureau:
http://www.census.gov

Kansas City Sectional Aeronautical
Chart, U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Aviation
Administration, National Aeronautical
Charting Office, 72nd edition, June 10,
2004.

The City of Olathe, Kansas
http://www.olatheks.org
Johnson County, Kansas
http://www.jocoks.com

National Plan of Integrated Airport
Systems (NPIAS), U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Aviation
Administration, 2001-2005.

Southwest Johnson County Economic
Development Council
http://www.swjocoks-edc.com/index.ht
ml

U.S. Terminal Procedures, North
Central U.S., U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Aviation
Administration, National Aeronautical
Charting Office, September 30, 2004.

County Economic Research Institute
Inc.
http://www.cerionline.org/default.htm

Johnson County Industrial Airport
Master Plan. Prepared by Coffman
Associates, Inc. Airport Consultants,
1988.
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